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A IM AND SCOPE 
International Journal of Approximate Reasoning is dedicated to the dissemination f research results 
from the field of approximate r asoning and its applications, with emphasis on the design and 
implementation f intelligent systems for real-world applications. Approximate reasoning is taken to 
mean the approximation f any part of the process used by people to reason about phenomena. The 
journal publishes refereed research reports, surveys, historical and critical reviews, short notes and 
communications, problems, book reviews, extended abstracts, correspondence, editorials, and news 
about he North American Fuzzy Information Processing Society. Current applications areas include but 
are not restricted to: computer vision, data base management, engineering systems, expert systems, 
information retrieval, knowledge representation a d manipulation, atural language processing, pattern 
recognition, and robotics design and control processes. 
The journal welcomes ubmissions from investigators interested in all approaches toapproximate 
reasoning, including those based on heuristic, probabilistic, and fuzzy models. 
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